**TALONGRIP**

**SLIP RESISTANT ADDITIVE**

**GENERIC TYPE:** Micronized Polypropylene

**COLOR:** White Powder
  Transparent in clear coatings

**DENSITY:** 0.90 g/cc

**RECOMMENDED ADDITION:**
  .18 lbs. (9102) to a gallon can
  .88 lbs. (9105) to a five gallon pail
to achieve an increased coefficient of friction for slip resistance.

**MEAN PARTICLE SIZE:**
  160-180 (microns)
  50 (mesh)

**SOLVENT RESISTANCE:**
Can be used in most film forming water-based, solvent-based alkyds, paints, sealers, urethanes and epoxy coatings.

---

**Slip Resistant Additive**

9102 .18 lbs. for gallon
9105 .88 lbs. for five gallons
USES, FEATURES & BENEFITS
Anvil TalonGrip Slip Resistant Additive is a finely ground polymer material to be added to paint or stains to achieve a slip resistant surface on walkways, driveways, garage floors, patios, pool decks and other surfaces. It may also be added to paints to create a fine texture effect. The physical properties of TalonGrip’s particle size will provide optimum abrasion resistance and is more comfortable to bare feet on pool decks and similar surfaces than sand additives. TalonGrip’s low density and insolubility characteristics will reduce or eliminate settling and provide optimum performance in film forming water based or solvent based paints, stains and sealers without changing the viscosity.

TALONGRIP MIXING
Anvil TalonGrip Slip Resistant Additive is designed to be incorporated into a suitable paint or stain. Minimum inclusion ratio of TalonGrip is as follows; 9102 1.18 lbs size to a gallon can or 9105 .88 lbs. size to a five-gallon pail. More TalonGrip can be added depending on the desired texturing effect, but not to exceed 8 oz. per gallon. While continually stirring, add TalonGrip to the container of paint, stain or sealer. TalonGrip may tend to float at first but once wet will mix easily. Occasional stirring, during application, may be required in thinner products to keep the particles well suspended within the coating. Not for use in wood stains. It is recommended that when mixing TalonGrip into unfamiliar coatings, that a small test batch and application be made. Follow application instructions of the paint, stain or sealer.

5-YEAR WARRANTY
This product is manufactured to rigid quality control specifications. Anvil Paints & Coating, Inc., warrants, to the original purchaser that TalonGrip will be free of manufacturing defects for 5 years from date of purchase when applied, according to instructions as indicated. If purchaser discovers that TalonGrip has not performed as stated, promptly send written notification of this fact, along with proof of purchase, to Anvil Paints & Coatings, Inc., 1255 Starkey Road, Largo, FL 33771. If Anvil product is found to be defective, Anvil will provide the original purchaser with replacement TalonGrip sufficient to repair the affected area. This remedy is the purchaser’s Exclusive remedy.

LIMITED WARRANTY AND LIMITATION OF REMEDIES
Anvil Paints & Coatings, Inc., disclaims all expressed warranties except those that appear above. Further, seller disclaims any implied warranty of merchantability of the goods or of the fitness of the goods for any purpose. To the extent allowed by law, any implied warrant of merchantability of fitness applicable to TalonGrip is limited to the five (5) year duration of the express warranty and is subject to all the terms and conditions of this limited warranty. Purchaser agrees that in no case shall, Anvil Paints & Coatings, Inc., be liable for, labor, incidental or consequential damages based upon any legal theory including, but not limited to, damages for loss of profits and/or injury to property or failure due to structural defects, acts of God or causes beyond our control, including the negligence of any person, and any other abuse or misuse of this product by purchaser.

CAUTION
TalonGrip Slip Resistant Additive is not hazardous and does not contain silica, but it should be treated as a nuisance dust while incorporating it into its intended vehicle. Use with adequate ventilation. Use appropriate, properly fitted respirator protection filter apparatus and avoid breathing dust and particles. If dizziness, headache or eye watering occurs, get to fresh air, leave the area. In case of eye contact, flush with large amounts of water for at least 15 minutes. Get medical attention if irritation persists. DO NOT TAKE INTERNALLY. IF SWALLOWED GET MEDICAL ATTENTION IMMEDIATELY. KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN. CLOSE CONTAINER AFTER EACH USE. USE PROTECTIVE CLOTHING TO AVOID CONTACT WITH SKIN AND EYES.

LIMITATIONS
TalonGrip Slip Resistant Additive will increase the texturing effect of a paint, stain or clear coating, but the coating that TalonGrip is added to should not be considered Non-Skid or Anti-Skid. For a more aggressive floor coating where increased traction is required, consider using Anvil Gorilla Grip Anti Skid Floor Coating.

MICRONIZED POLYMER
INCORPORATES EASILY
STAYS WELL SUSPENDED
GOOD CHEMICAL AND ABRASION RESISTANCE
DOES NOT INCREASE VISCOSITY
SPHERICAL-SHAPED PARTICLES COMFORTABLE TO BARE FEET AROUND THE POOL
ADD TO PAINTS, STAINS AND SEALERS
DOES NOT CONTAIN SILICA
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